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Objectives

• Describe what Enduring Success means to each region
• Develop a plan for Enduring Success to bring back to the regional board
Defining the Meaning

- Success is defined: “the accomplishment of an aim or purpose”
- Enduring Success is more of a life long journey rather than a place and time
How can you help your region have Enduring Success?

• Succession planning for Board positions
  > Develop a list of members that are your up and coming shining stars

• Setting a reasonable budget
  > Providing an expense budget for members host events
  > Scholarships and grants
  > Vendor income

• Set achievable goals
  > Region of the year
  > Increased number of members participating in elections

• Celebrate milestones
  > 25 years as a region
  > Number of new members
Exercise and Share

- Write down your Vision of an Enduring Successful Region
- Not everyone defines Success the same
  > What does it mean to you?
Discussion and Questions